Automatic Analysis and Musicological Interpretation of Human Free Sorting of Musical Excerpts
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Abstract—Most content-based music recommendation systems are relying on audio features which do not always match with musicological criteria. This paper describes the experimental protocol and the results of a sorting experiment, which leads to an ‘average categorization’ by volunteers. An automatic analysis afterward aims at identifying relevant acoustic parameters based on the obtained categories and sub-categories. A musicological analysis was also done in parallel.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The role of music recommendation algorithms is to offer new songs to users of online music listening platforms. Research in Music Recommendation (MR) is very recent and underdeveloped in the academic world, because of the limitation -due to licensing issues- of access to the music signal on a large scale. Because basing a recommendation on simple metadata from collaborative filters is not always relevant, more and more works are based on the expertise acquired in Music Information Retrieval (MIR), which aims to extract information from the signal at different scales (notes, chords, sequence of notes, etc.) in order to characterize for example an instrument or to calculate descriptors, such as the tempo or the main melody. See [1] for a state of art on the MIR.

Thus, some authors have tried to rely on the measure of similarity between pieces of music [2]. While this approach is relevant for genre classification (the closest task to musical recommendations), it is quite disappointing for MR. Also, it was natural to introduce, in parallel to content-based approaches, information about user preferences [3] [4], or user behavior [5]. However, whatever the method, less known pieces (located in the ‘long tail’) are never (or rarely) proposed: some works aim to remedy this problem [6] [7].

One of the main difficulties raised by content-based methods is the selection of parameters. Indeed, among all the parameters we can extract from an audio signal, which of them can describe and explain the listeners’ liking? How can we link these acoustic parameters to musicological and perceptive criteria? These problems are the major issues of the project in which this free categorization experience fits. The purpose of this experiment is to identify both acoustic parameters and musicological or ‘non-expert’ criteria according to which the subjects classify the pieces, starting from the assumption that the tastes of a listener are linked to a fixed combination of parameters or criteria.

Section II describes the constitution of the corpus and the experimental conditions. Section III presents the data generated by the experiment and the way we processed it automatically and how it was interpreted with a musicological point of view. Section IV describes a method based on audio features which aims at reconstruct the categorization made by volunteers.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL

A. Corpus with musicological criteria

One of the first steps of the project was to build a corpus, which had to meet several requirements: (1) wide range of musical genres; (2) good quality excerpts: Audio CD (stereo, 16 bits, 44.1 kHz); (3) long enough excerpts (at least 20s) and in sufficient numbers; (4) preferably with a copyright-free database.

The corpus has been built with a musicological approach. First, we made a set of 15 criteria which can define the tastes of a listener are linked to a fixed combination of parameters or criteria.

The corpus was organized into 8 sub-genres: Romantic, Classical, Pop, Jazz, Blues, Film, Latin, and Jazz. Each sub-genre was divided into 3 categories: Romantic 1, Romantic 2, and Romantic 3. The corpus contained 80 pieces, with 10 pieces per category per sub-genre.

The corpus has been divided into two parts: a training set and a test set. The training set was used to build the recommendation system, and the test set was used to evaluate its performance.

B. Experimental conditions

The participants were 40 volunteers from different age groups and musical backgrounds. Each participant was asked to listen to each piece and to assign it to one of the 15 categories.

C. Automatic analysis

The automatic analysis was performed on the test set only. The goal was to identify the acoustic parameters that are most relevant for the categorization. The method used was a feature selection algorithm.

D. Musicological analysis

The musicological analysis was performed on the training set only. The goal was to identify the musical criteria that are most relevant for the categorization. The method used was a cluster analysis.

E. Evaluation

The evaluation was performed on the test set only. The performance of the recommendation system was measured using the accuracy and the precision.

The results showed that the recommendation system was able to predict the categories of the pieces with a high accuracy and precision. The musicological analysis also showed that the criteria used for the categorization were relevant and could be used to improve the recommendation system.

F. Conclusion

In conclusion, this project showed that it is possible to build a music recommendation system that is based on musicological criteria. The results also showed that the automatic analysis was able to identify the acoustic parameters that are most relevant for the categorization, and that the musicological analysis was able to identify the musical criteria that are most relevant for the categorization.
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Smooth/Striated time: according to Boulez [10], presence or absence of beat, diversity of elements, variation in quantity of elements in a short moment.

Sensorimotor: instrumentalists’ music, mostly animated by a desire of gesture and a research of the sensorial effect of the sound. As example, African music, percussion improvisations, jazz solos, or concrete pieces of music by Pierre Henry.

Rules: any written music, whether written as a classical counterpart or transmitted orally as Pygmy polyphonies or M’Baka horns.

Energy: intensity, body implication, involvement of the musician.

Level of Technicity: there are two levels, instrumental and composition. Perception of the assurance of musician’s intentions and/or presence of structural concepts.

Cultural Elements: reference to a socio-cultural class.

Chronological Situation: perception of elements specific to an era, such as type of recording, type of play, reference to a particular aesthetic.

For each of these criteria, we empirically selected three significant pieces which contain different musical characteristics in order to propose an eclectic ensemble. Although these would have been selected to initially correspond to a specific criterion, it is possible to find characteristics of other criteria. The goal here is not to recover this classification in the experimental results but to see which criteria were particularly relevant in the volunteer’s sorting. For each selected track, we had to select a short excerpt in order to keep the experiment from being too long for the volunteers. Excerpts had to be still relevant regarding to the corresponding criterion. In the end, a corpus of 45 excerpts of 20 seconds was defined (see Figure 1).

B. Experimental conditions

In order to limit the impact of the age of the participants on the results, we used participants/volunteers from 20 to 25 years old (30 in number). For the experiment, we used the TCL-labX tool [11] [12].

The interface (see Figure 2) was presented in an identical way to all volunteers who were asked to freely sort excerpts and thus form as many categories as they wished, based on the similarities between the pieces. To do so, the users could listen as many times as necessary excerpts and could move and group them freely on the interface.

III. FREE SORTING AND INTERPRETATION

A. MetaData

For each volunteer, the program generates a file in which is indicated the distribution of the excerpts in the different classes. The software also generates a “cookie” file containing the history of the operations performed by the user: moving icons and listening to excerpts. We can replay all actions performed by the volunteer. In addition, the software carries out an automatic analysis of these files in order to extract several statistics on the participants. The average duration of the experiment was 37 minutes, the maximum duration exceeded one hour (1h 2min) and the minimum duration was 15 minutes. The standard deviation over the duration of the experiment is 10 minutes. On average, participants formed 15.5 classes, the minimum being 8 classes and the maximum 20. The standard deviation on the number of classes is 3.2.

B. Automatic Results Analysis

1) Matrices of co-occurrence and dissimilarity: to accomplish this task, we based ourselves on the work of [13]. First, we built a co-occurrence matrix \( C_i \) for each participant \( i \). A co-occurrence matrix is square and symmetrical, of dimension \( N \times N \) with \( N \) equal to the number of sorted excerpts. In each cell, we indicate the distance between two excerpts: if these two excerpts are in the same category, the distance is considered as zero, otherwise we assign a unit distance. Then, we calculate an average co-occurrence matrix of all participants, called the \( D \) dissimilarity matrix. This dissimilarity matrix gives us a distance measurement for each pair of
musical excerpts, this distance being based on the classification by the \( n \) participants.

We have also computed a matrix of variance \( M_{\text{var}} \), from the matrices of co-occurrence \( C^i \) and the dissimilarity matrix \( D \) (see equation 1). For a pair of excerpts, this variance is null if the set of \( n \) participants sorted these two excerpts identically. Conversely, this variance is maximal \((\text{var}_{\text{max}} = 1)\) if half of the participants put these excerpts together, and the other half separately.

\[
M_{\text{var}}^{j,k} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (C^{i,j,k} - D^{j,k})^2 \tag{1}
\]

with \( M_{\text{var}}^{j,k} \) the cell of the line \( j \) and column \( k \) of the matrix \( M_{\text{var}} \), \( C^{i,j,k} \) the cell \((j,k)\) of the matrix \( C^i \) and \( D^{j,k} \) the cell \((j,k)\) of the matrix \( D \).

Since the \( C^i \) matrices contain only binary values, for a pair of excerpts, a null variance necessarily corresponds to a dissimilarity of 1 or 0, and a unit variance necessarily corresponds to a dissimilarity of 0.5. The closer the dissimilarity is to an extreme value (1 or 0), the more these two excerpts will be ‘unanimously’ put in their class by volunteers. The closer the dissimilarity is to 0.5, the more these two extracts will have ‘divided the opinion’ of the volunteers.

2) Dendrogram: from the dissimilarity matrix, we were able to perform an ascending hierarchical classification. We have chosen to use the Ward’s method [14], which consists in grouping the classes so that the increase of the inertia interclasses, given by (2) is maximized. This, according to the Hungarian theorem, is equivalent to minimize the increase of the intraclass inertia (see (3)) [15].

\[
I_e = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} n_i \times d^2(g_i, g) \tag{2}
\]

\[
I_a = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n_i} d^2(e_j, g_i) \tag{3}
\]

We obtained the dendrogram of Figure 3. It tells us about the links between excerpts put by users. The vertical axis represents the distance between excerpts or groups of excerpts. Thus, two excerpts that have been very often placed together by the volunteers have a low link on the figure, such as on the numbers 11 and 17 or the numbers 15 and 37.

C. Musicological Interpretation

The dendrogram obtained previously was interpreted from a musicological point of view in order to understand how the volunteers had made their classification. The dendrogram has been annotated with the criteria common to excerpts belonging to the same branch, see Figure 3.

The name indicated under each node corresponds to a presumed musicological criterion common to all the excerpts which are below it. This name was chosen analysing the content of each category. The four main categories are described as follows.

1) Audio-Tactile: Pieces of music in this category are all very rhythmic and belong to the genre jazz or funk and more generally to Afro-American. “Audio-tactility” refers to a particular relationship with the body. Within this category, the excerpts have been distinguished by the predominant instrument.

2) Art Music: this category is a hybrid grouping of academic Western Music, of music evoking a sacred or spiritual aspect and finally of the excerpts where the voice is predominant.

3) Non-conventional: this category includes music built outside the conventional rules governing Western music, particularly based on melody and harmony. Therefore, we find music without pitch of precise notes and the non-Western music. Any music that does not follow the hierarchies present in Western codes is necessarily perceived as a group apart.

4) Electronic/Energetic: most of the excerpts in this category were produced from electronic instruments. This category also includes pieces with contrasts in terms of energy. However, the distance remains particularly high between these two sub-categories.

The objective was not to recover, via the results of the experiment, the free classification created but to see which dimensions are the most important while listening to music. We can notice that the musicological criteria used to establish the corpus are not found through the free classification of non-expert participants. This shows that there are different types of musical analysis and valuation. The musicological criteria allowed us to obtain a very varied corpus and the categories identified by the participants reveal other more accessible criteria for non-experts.

IV. TOWARDS AN AUTOMATIC CLASSIFICATION

The aim here was to verify whether an automatic classification of musical extracts based on acoustic parameters could approach the free classification made by humans and based not only on the signal, but also on knowledge. As music (in term of production) commonly refers to a series of sound events (notes, percussive sounds, voiced or unvoiced sounds) defined by their rhythm, timbre, dynamics, and pitch, we have extracted some of these parameters. So, we calculated 31 audio parameters on each excerpt of the corpus using the MIR Toolbox [16]. The extraction of these parameters is described in detail in the following subsection.

A. Extraction of Acoustic Parameters

1) Rhythm: it describes the temporal location of sound events and their duration. Generally, in conventional western music, a regular pulse determines the beat, a measure being composed of several beats. In a score, the rhythm (inside the beat) is described by the different shapes of notes (crotchets, quavers, semiquavers, etc.) and of silences (pause, minim, etc.) as well as by the time signature.
• Event Detection and Density: all the rhythmic parameters are based initially on the temporal location of each event. For this, we use a peak detection algorithm on the signal envelope. Once the peaks are detected, we can then calculate the number of events per second. These features are extracted on a 10 seconds window without overlapping.

• Tempo: the tempo calculation, which is based on a detection of the periodicity of events, selects the highest peak. Periodicity detection is performed using the autocorrelation function [16]. This feature is extracted on a 3 second window with and overlap of 0.3 seconds.

• Pulse Clarity: the pulse clarity can be calculated according to the method detailed in [17]. This parameter describes how much the beat is dominant in the rhythm, or in other words, how much emphasis is placed on the beats: for example, the clarity of the beat is strong for disco rhythms, and is often low for complex rhythms, like those of jazz. This feature is extracted on a 5 second window with and overlap of 0.5 seconds.

2) Timbre: it describes the spectral composition of a note, that is to say the amplitude of the harmonics and the variation in time of these harmonics. This distinguishes, for example, two notes played at the same pitch by a piano and a guitar. These features (excepted the attack) are extracted on a 50ms window with and overlap of 25ms.

• Attack: the attack of a note describes the variation of amplitude at the moment when it is played. It is measured by its duration, its amplitude or by its slope [18]. For example, struck strings of the piano have a stronger attack than violin strings played with a bow. When a note is detected, the beginning and the end of the attack are marked, then the difference of amplitude or the duration between the two points is calculated (the slope is obtained using these two informations).

• Zero Crossing Rate: it is calculated on the original signal by multiplying all successive pairs of samples, and iterating a variable when the product is negative (signal change). This variable is then divided by the duration to obtain the rate [19].

• Rolloff Frequency: it informs us about the amount of energy present in the low frequencies. On a spectrum, we calculate the frequency below which 85% of the energy is contained. The lower the frequency, the more energy is concentrated in the low frequencies.

• Brightness: it informs us about the amount of energy present in the high frequencies [20]. On a spectrum, we calculate the amount of energy present beyond a fixed frequency (usually 1500 Hz).

• Statistical Parameters of Spectral Distribution: it is possible to calculate statistics as well as moments of different orders on the spectrum, such as Centroid, Spread, Skewness, Kurtosis, Flatness, as well as the Entropy.

• MFCC (Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients): MFCCs are cepstral coefficients calculated by a discrete cosine transform applied to the power spectrum of a signal [21]. The different frequency bands are determined according to the perceptive logarithmic scale Mel, which is modeled on the human hearing system.

• Roughness: it describes the phenomenon of audible beat in the presence of two near frequencies [22]. Two notes spaced half tone apart (or less) will generate strong roughness, which decreases as spacing increases. Roughness is almost zero from 5 half tones.

• Irregularity of a Spectrum: this is the degree of amplitude variation of two successive peaks (harmonics or not) of the spectrum [16].

3) Dynamics: it describes the relative amplitude of different sounds, which results in shades of intensity. On a score, the dynamics is indicated by terms, such as ‘pianissimo’ or ‘forte’ that tell the musician to play relatively more or less loudly. In signal processing and generally, dynamics describes the range of variation of the different values taken by a signal. In music, dynamics describes the ratio of sounds of strong and weak amplitudes. These features are extracted on a 50ms window with and overlap of 25ms.

• RMS (Root Mean Square) level: the effective value of an ergodic random signal over a time interval is the square root of the square signal mean, or the square root of its mean power. In practice, for a discrete time signal, the RMS level is calculated on a finite number of samples.

• Low Energy Rate: it is the number of points whose value is less than the RMS value of the signal. For a signal with peaks at the high RMS level, this rate will be high whereas for a signal at the RMS level rather constant, this rate will be low.

4) Pitch: it describes the fundamental frequency of a sound played by an instrument, which defines the note.

• Note detection: the default method for detecting notes is to decompose the signal into several frequency bands, then calculate the auto-correlation and finally detect the peaks in order to obtain an estimate of the notes. This feature is extracted on a 46.4ms window with and overlap of 10ms.

• Harmonics Detection: from the detection of notes, it is then possible to detect harmonics, that is to say combinations of different notes. It is also possible to calculate the key of an extract, as well as the temporal evolution of all these parameters. This feature is extracted on a 743ms window with and overlap of 74ms.

B. Selection of Acoustic Parameters

We averaged each parameter to obtain a matrix of the form $N \times P$ with $N = 45$ (excerpts) and $P = 31$ (parameters). Note that by keeping only the mean, we lose the temporal evolution, but this allows us to have only one scalar per excerpt and per parameter. For each parameter, we computed the distance for each pair of excerpts and thus form a dissimilarity matrix $P^i$ for each parameter $i$. Then, we established a model of the matrix of dissimilarity of the human free sorting from a linear combination of the matrices of the parameters.

$$M_{model} = \sum_{i=1}^{31} a_i P^i$$

(4)
The values contained in each dissimilarity matrix were normalized between 0 and 1 in order to remain consistent with the matrix values of the free sorting.

Rather than using all $P_i^m$ matrices, we selected the most relevant matrices by computing the correlation coefficient of each matrix of parameters with the matrix of the volunteers and we selected the $m$ most correlated. Indeed, the matrices the most correlated with the matrix of dissimilarity established during the free sorting are by definition the most 'similar'.

C. Regression

1) Complete matrix: with these first $m$ matrices, we used a gradient descent algorithm to find the best linear combination, the criterion to be optimized being the quadratic error between this linear combination and the dissimilarity matrix of the free sorting. This algorithm therefore returns the coefficients $a_k$ by which the matrices of dissimilarity are multiplied in order to obtain the matrix most resembling the dissimilarity matrix formed by the set of results of the volunteers. These coefficients inform us of the importance of each parameter: if a coefficient is low then it is not influential for the volunteers to sort the pieces, and vice versa.

To simplify the calculations, the dissimilarity matrices have been transformed into $V_p$ and $V_d$ vectors of length $L = 45 \times 45 = 2025$.

For $m$ used dissimilarity matrices of parameters, the quadratic error equation is defined by:

$$J = \sum_{i=1}^{L} \left( \sum_{k=1}^{m} a_k V^{i,j}_p - V^{i,j}_d \right)^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

The gradient of this error is:

$$\overrightarrow{\text{grad}} J = \left[ \frac{\partial J}{\partial a_1} \quad \cdots \quad \frac{\partial J}{\partial a_k} \quad \cdots \quad \frac{\partial J}{\partial a_M} \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where:

$$\frac{\partial J}{\partial a_k} = \sum_{i=1}^{L} \frac{\partial}{\partial a_k} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{m} a_k V^{i,j}_p - V^{i,j}_d \right)^2 = 2 \sum_{j=1}^{m} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{L} a_k V^{i,j}_p - V^{i,j}_d \right) V^{i,j}_p$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

We successively tested the algorithm with the $m$ 'best' parameters, in the sense of the correlation. By successively increasing the number of parameters, the total squared error decreases to 2.20. From 7 parameters, the error increases again. The 6 first parameters are: Irregularity, Brightness, Rolloff, Harmony Change Detection, Spectrum Entropy, Attack.

2) Sub-Matrices/Parts: we used the same method as above on each of the four sub-parts, named by the musicologists: Audio-Tactile, Art Music, Non-conventional and Electronic/Energetic. We calculated the most correlated criteria, and used them again to form linear combinations.


At the end of the gradient descent, the total squared error is 5.5. We note that several MFCCs were involved in the classification. We can explain this by the fact that for this category, the volunteers distinguished the excerpts according to the predominant instruments. The dendrogram was well reconstructed, except for excerpts 5 and 6 which were exchanged.

4) Art Music: For this category, the results were rather mitigated, even using all the parameters. Indeed, at the end of the gradient descent, the total squared error is 9.5. These weaker results can be explained by the fact that this category contains more excerpts, which are ill-matched making it more difficult to generalize a categorization rule.

5) Non-conventional: We obtained good results with 18 parameters. At the end of the gradient descent, the total squared error is 3.8. The most correlated parameters are: Sensory Dissonance, Attack, Number of Events Per Second, Zero Pass Rate, Spectrum Kurtosis, Key Clarity, Entropy, MFCC8.

Figure 5. Dendrogram obtained for the Electronic/Energetic category.
6) **Electronic/Energetic:** The method has been the most efficient for this group (see Figure 5). Except for the first excerpt, the dendrogram was well reconstituted. For each subgroup \( i \) of size \( N_i \), the initial indices of the excerpts were replaced by indices ranging from 1 to \( N_i \). If the dendrogram of a sub-group has been reconstituted, the excerpts are placed in ascending order. We obtained a total squared error of 2.8.

We used the following 9 parameters: Attack, MFCC3, MFCC8, MFCC11, Rolloff, Brightness, MFCC4, Zero Crossing Rate, MFCC0 (i.e. Energy).

Overall, the results are quite satisfactory because we were able to reconstruct the dendrogram of each category with a limited number of errors.

### D. Classification of new excerpts

The objective of this part was to find a method to assign to a ‘new’ excerpt the right category. In all the methods that follow, we successively considered each excerpt as a new individual, taking care to remove it from the learning base (leave-one-out cross-validation). The score for each method is therefore between 0 and 45 (where all the excerpts were assigned to the right categories). In addition, the parameters were centered and reduced in order to eliminate the influence of the unit of measure used for each of them.

The first method consisted in calculating the center of gravity of each category according to the 31 parameters, and then assigning the new extract to the class with its nearest barycenter: we thus obtained 30 correct assignments (67%).

In the second method, we retained a small number of parameters: we observed which parameters were relevant for the classification in the sub-categories (section IV-C2) and we kept only those which were the most correlated in the 4 classifications. They are: \text{Change Harmony Detection, Attack, Spectrum Entropy, Rolloff, MFCC0, and Irregularity}. We thus obtained 22 correct assignments (33%): the selected parameters were therefore not particularly relevant.

In the third method, we used the \( N \) most correlated parameters in ranking the same way as in the section IV-C1. In Figure 6, we see that the score increases globally with the number of parameters but sometimes decreases when we use a new one. The maximum score (71%) is reached for 25 parameters: all but 3rd, 4th and 6th MFCC, \textit{the Spectral Flatness, Inharmonicity and Spectrum Kurtosis}. This method proved to be the best.

### V. CONCLUSION AND PROSPECTS

For this experiment, a corpus was built according to a wide range of musicological criteria. Different audio parameters were also computed on the excerpts of the corpus.

Volunteers have performed a free sorting task on this corpus. Analysis of the experimental results let us establish an average human classification of excerpts by volunteers, which has been represented in the form of a dendrogram in which appear four main groups with sub-groups. We noticed that these sub-groups were built according to some of the musicological criteria but also according to ‘non expert’ criteria such as genres.

In order to automatically reconstruct this human classification, we have established a hierarchy in the parameters relevance depending on their correlation with the volunteers’ classification. We saw that this automatic reconstruction is more efficient to distinguish sub-groups within a group instead of groups between them. Finally, the identified parameters can be selected for an application in music recommendation.
